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SAV Resource 1441 is the popular, powerful, proven performance trait-leader in the Angus breed. 
He is the #1 semen revenue bull at Genex AI Stud and has garnered the respect and admiration 
of the entire Angus world. He represents the best of the timeless Rito 707 lineage and brings to 
the table the basics of efficiency and natural fleshing-ability, with thickness, muscle, masculinity, 
superb structure, feet quality and authentic Angus breed character. Resource consistently 
stamps his progeny with these hard to find attributes, along with excellent docility. His progeny 
have proven his ability to sire pounds in the right package and have earned him proven EPDs 
for weaning and yearling weight in the breed’s top 1%. Resource sons have unprecedented 
performance and industry appeal, dominating many of the leading sales across America. His 
daughters are deep-bodied and easy-fleshing with moderate frame and beautiful udders.

SAV Resource 1441

SC +1.51; CW +80; Marb +.19; RE +1.37

BW 83 • 205 Wt. 920 • 365 Wt. 1482 

 BW WW YW MILK
+3.6 +70 +132 +24

(888) 333-1783

A typical Resource daughter.

SAV Blackcap May 4136

Rito 707 of Ideal 3407 7075
SAV Blackcap May 4136

Reg. +17016597

This breed icon is the most prolific 
and influential cow of the modern era. 
She is the #1 income-producing cow 
in SAV history generating $5.6 million 
in direct progeny sales and has 55 
daughters retained in the SAV herd. 
Her ever-growing list of herd sire sons 
includes Resource, Renown, Recharge, 
Heritage, Revolution, Universal, 
Pedigree, Seedstock and Sensation.

Visit our website to see a complete 
listing of many additional sires.

SAV Blackcap May 3212

Resource daughters are making superb brood cows with high quality 
udders and abundant milk – earning his final mark of approval.



SAV Renown 3439 has taken center-stage in the Angus world as one of the highly sought after 
sires of the modern era. His phenomenal progeny are in a league of their own –combining modest 
birth weights with phenotypic quality, muscle dimension, breed-leading performance, superior 
structure and great disposition. His first sons scanned an astounding 365-day ribeye average of 
17.0 inches. Renown is the result of the same predictable mating that created Resource, Recharge 
and many of the greatest cows in the SAV program.

SAV Sensation 5615 is the $650,000 top-selling bull of the breed in 2016 and the most popular and 
widely used young bull on the Angus horizon. He blends calving-ease with sensational phenotype, 
majestic maternal presence and commanding herd bull authority. He is from the same predictable 
mating that produced the $235,000 SAV Seedstock 4838. His dam, SAV Blackcap May 4136, is 
the #1 income-producing cow in SAV history with $5.6 million in direct progeny sales and has 55 
daughters retained in the SAV herd and multiple AI stud sons.

SAV Renown 3439

SAV Sensation 5615

SC +.99; CW +61; Marb +.17; RE +.93

SC +1.38; CW +64; Marb +.39; RE +.58

BW 82 • 205 Wt. 1010 • 365 Wt. 1570 

BW 69 • 205 Wt. 997 • 365 Wt. 1539

 BW WW YW MILK
+2.4 +74 +120 +32

 BW WW YW MILK
-.4 +61 +108 +28

(888) 333-1783

This Renown son is the featured Lot 1 bull 
from the 2017 SAV Sale.

This maternal sister to Sensation, 
Seedstock and Pedigree is a full sister to 

Resource and Renown.

SAV Abundance 6117

SAV Blackcap May 1433

Rito 707 of Ideal 3407 7075
SAV Blackcap May 4136

SAV Registry 2831
SAV Blackcap May 4136

Reg. +17633839

Reg. +18258149

(402) 440-4205



SAV Seedstock is the $235,000 lead-off bull from the 2015 SAV Sale. His first calf crop are standouts 
across the country and have put him on the fast track to stardom with their superb structure, award-
winning phenotype and totally-complete design, coupled with modest birth weights. His daughters 
have beautiful maternal presence and the look of futuristic producers. Seedstock’s pedigree uniquely 
blends the two all-time greatest maternal icons, SAV Blackcap May 4136 and SAV Madame Pride 
0075, and is the identical mating that produced SAV Sensation 5615.

SAV Pedigree 4834 in the $725,000 all-time world-record-selling bull at public auction from the 
2015 SAV Sale. He brings pedigree excellence, phenotype, performance, EPDs and cow family 
strength together in perfect harmony. This athletic stunner presents calving-ease progeny who 
are stylish and smooth-patterned with added length and growth. His daughters have gorgeous 
femininity and striking maternal quality to become future trendsetters. His legendary dam, SAV 
Blackcap May 4136, is the breed’s most important genetic contributor and the #1 income-producing 
cow in SAV history.

SAV Seedstock 4838

SAV Pedigree 4834

SC +1.49; CW +64; Marb +.34; RE +.80

BW 86 • 205 Wt. 1025 • 365 Wt. 1644 

 BW WW YW MILK
+1.7 +64 +113 +27

(402) 440-4205

SC +1.38; CW +61; Marb +.47; RE +1.02

BW 75 • 205 Wt. 1017 • 365 Wt. 1711 

 BW WW YW MILK
+.9 +65 +120 +32

(402) 440-4205

SAV Security 6927

SAV Herd Book 6143

SAV Registry 2831
SAV Blackcap May 4136

SAV Pioneer 7301#
SAV Blackcap May 4136

Reg. +17923480

Reg. +17921485

A son of Seedstock from his first calf crop.

A son of Pedigree from his first calf crop.



SAV Pioneer 7301 is a highly respected and proven Pathfinder® Sire. He combines unmatched 
maternal ability with phenotype, performance, carcass quality, scrotal size and great temperament, 
to make him one of the best balanced sires in the business. Pioneer was the $65,000 top-selling bull 
in the 2008 SAV Sale and ranks among the breed’s leading registration sires. His daughters have 
made phenomenal cows with beautiful udders and top production ability. His many herd sire sons 
include Pedigree, Purebred, Platinum, Potential, Paramount, Patriarch and Pursuit. The legacy of 
Pioneer continues to build with many positives to offer.

SAV Platinum 0010 is among the most popular, proven curvebenders in the Angus breed and 
headliner at Accelerated Genetics AI Stud. He had the largest birth to yearling spread of his calf crop 
and scanned a 365-day ribeye of 17.7 inches. His progeny have generated a tremendous amount of 
interest, combining true calving-ease with outstanding growth, performance, maternal value and 
carcass merit. The Pathfinder® dam of Platinum records a weaning ratio of 109 on 5 calves.

SAV Pioneer 7301

SAV Platinum 0010

SC +1.33; CW +42; Marb +.39; RE +1.12

BW 69 • 205 Wt. 965 • 365 Wt. 1544

 BW WW YW MILK
+1.6 +56 +101 +26

SC +1.41; CW +61; Marb +.38; RE +1.22

BW 77 • 205 Wt. 998 • 365 Wt. 1590

 BW WW YW MILK
+.1 +68 +114 +21

SAV Blackbird 5297

SAV Greystone Jannet 5345

SAV Final Answer 0035#
SAV Blackbird 5297

SAV Pioneer 7301#
SAB Greystone Jannet 5345#

Reg. #15688392

Reg. 16687592

Dam of Pioneer.

Pathfinder® dam of Platinum.
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